WSC7500

STANDS

Workstation Corner
Accessory
Congratulations on your purchase of the WSC7500 Workstation
Corner Accessory! Please read the following instructions carefully.
We hope you enjoy your new purchase.
Components
*Parts not drawn to scale.

C. Hole Location Template

D. Leg Mounting Plate

E. Mounting Plates (x2)

A. Work Surface

B. Metal Leg

Z1. Nail

Z2. Bolt

Z3. Locking Nut

Z4. Wood
Screws (x20)

Z5. Rubber
Feet (x2)

Also included: Allen Wrench
Tools Required: Level, Hammer, #2 Phillips Head Screw Driver, & 3/8 Wrench, Transparent Tape

Assembly Instructions

Visit On-Stage for the most recently-updated instructions.

Preparing the Work Surface:
Note: The Corner Accessory work surface is laminated on both sides and NOT pre-drilled to
allow the flexibility of attaching to either the left or right side of your WS7500 Workstation.
1. Depending on location in the room, decide which side of the Workstation you
intend on placing the Corner Accessory and mark one side of the work surface (A) as
the TOP with transparent tape. (Instructions will show the work surface installed on
the left side of the WS7500 workstation.)
2. Tape the hole location template (C) to the surface opposite the TOP side.
3. Before creating the holes with the nail (Z1) (included in the hardware kit), ensure
that the 6 holes for the brackets match correctly.

Figure A

4. Mark nail using tape approximately 1/8” from the tip as a guide. Tap the nail
approximately 1/8” into the surface with a hammer to create 14 starter holes.
Remove template. (Figure A).
5. Align the leg mounting plate (D) and fasten using 8 wood screws (Z4) with the #2
Phillips Head Screwdriver. (DO NOT overtighten.) (Figure B).
6. Align both mounting plates (F) and fasten each plate with 3 wood screws (Z4).
(DO NOT fully tighten the screws.) (Figure B).

CAUTION
FAILURE TO OBSERVE PROPER ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS, EXCEEDING THE
WEIGHT CAPACITY OR FAILURE TO OBSERVE THE WARNINGS AS MENTIONED
IN THIS INSERT MAY CAUSE STAND TO COLLAPSE, BODILY INJURY OR
EQUIPMENT DAMAGE AND WILL VOID THE PRODUCT WARRANTY.

Figure B

Attaching the Metal Leg

Figure C

Figure D

1. Locate the hole in the metal leg (B) and locate the hole in
the square tubing of the leg mounting plate (D). Install the
vertical leg into the square tubing of the leg mounting plate
and attach with a bolt (Z2), and lock nut (Z3). (Figure C).
2. Install the two rubber feet (Z5) into the two holes located
on the bottom of the horizontal bar on the leg. (Figure D).
Attaching the WSC7500 to the WS7500

(MOUNTING HOLES ARE NOT PRE-DRILLED IN WS7500)

1. Turn the Corner Accessory right-side up and place on the proper side
of the WS7500 Workstation. Align the back edges, keeping the Corner
Accessory parallel with the main surface of the Workstation. Have a
helper hold the two stations securely together.
2. From underneath the Corner Accessory, align the mounting plates so
that they are straight on the bottom of the unit.
3. Tap the nail approximately 1/8” into the surface with a hammer to
create 6 starter holes. (Figure E).
4. Fasten each plate with 3 wood screws.

Back edge of
workstation

5. Tighten the wood screws on the mounting plate attached to the
Corner Accessory Unit.

IMPORTANT: Before using your stand, be sure that all bolts and nuts are fully tightened.
Note: If desired, the height can be adjusted by spinning the small rubber feet clockwise to lower the height or counter clockwise to raise the
height. Place a level on the main work surface to be sure the Workstation is level before placing any equipment on the workstation.
The WSC7500 weight capacity is 75lbs.
Optional Workspace Configurations with the WSC7500
The WSC7500 Corner Accessory can be attached to either side of the WS7500
to create the ideal workstation. Illustrated below are just a few possible options. Ask your dealer about the WSR7500 Rack Cabinet (sold separately) to
complete your work environment.
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Configuration A illustrated to the right.
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REGISTER ONLINE. HERE’S WHY:
Lightning Fast Service - Get the fastest turn-around in the unlikely event of a warranty claim.
Product Notifications - We can contact your directly with product notifications and safety information.
Better Products - Your registration helps us to improve our products and develop new ones.
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